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In layman's terms, a Theorem of the Alternative is a theorem which states that given two 
conditions, one of the two conditions is true. It further states that if one of those conditions 
fails to be true, then the other condition must be true. Mathematically, this does not give 
a very clear picture of this group of theorems, however. Katta Murty defines a typical 
Theorem of the Alternative as one which shows that corresponding to any given system of 
linear constraints, system I, there is another associated system of linear constraints, system 
II, based on the same data, satisfying the property that one of the systems among I and II is 
feasible if and only if the other is infeasible. These theorems are not extremely well-known 
although they do have direct applications in the derivation of optimality conditions. The 
task at hand was to explore the Theorems of the Alternative as they are found in linear 
programming, projection theory, and linear algebra. 
Although not overly familiar as theorems, many mathematicians have found the Theo­
rems of the Alternative to be fascinating. These mathematicians have explored the possibil­
ities of deriving a group of these theorems from one or more of these theorems. Two math­
ematicians who have engaged in just such an exploration are w.e. Pye and P.G. Webster, 
both from the University of Southern Mississippi - Hattiesburg. They present a geometri­
cally motivated result from which they claim, in conferences with Dr. Melvyn Jeter, that all 
of the Theorems of the Alternative can be easily derived from their main theorem simply by 
selecting the proper subspace. Their main theorem is as follows: 
Theorem (Geometric form of Gordan's theorem) Let S be a subspace of R nx1 . 
Then one and only one of the following is true: 
1. S contains a positive vector. 
II. S.l contains a semipositive vector. 
Pye has not, however, produced any proof of this claim. Several months were spent by the 
author of this paper in an effort to prove the validity of this claim. Virtually all of the 
different Theorems of the Alternative as stated in [3] were subjected to manipulations in this 
quest. The general consensus would appear to be that not all of the common Theorems of 
the Alternative, as found in references such as [3] or [4], can be derived as corollaries from 
Pye's Theorem of the Alternative. Marlow and Murty do suggest, however, that there are a 
few theorems which are fundamental and that the other theorems can be proven from them. 
This hypothesis seems to be much more valid than the one made by Pye and vVebster. 
As a result of the failure to derive all Theorems of the Alternative from Pye and Web­
ster's main theorem, this paper focuses on derivations of various Theorems of the Alternative 
from different mathematical perspectives. The first chapter focuses on Farkas' Lemma as it 
is found in linear programming. The proof of Farkas' Lemma proves to be rather straight­
forward after first proving the Fundamental Duality Theorem which states that if either 
the primal or the dual problems has an optimal solution, then the other problem does as 
well. (The appendix provides further information on finding an optimal solution for a linear 
programming problem.) In fact, both optimal solutions are equal. Next, the focus shifts 
to Pye and Webster's approach to the Theorems of the Alternative which uses a projection 
theorem and is more geometrically motivated. Finally, Tucker's Theorem of the Alternative 
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is derived using results from linear algebra. 
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Glossary of Symbols 
Ai. denotes the ith row of the matrix A. 
A.j denotes the jth column of the matrix A.
 
o=I x ~ 0 denotes a vector that is semipositive, i.e., all of the entries are nonnegative
 
and at least one entry is not O. 
x ~ 0 denotes a vector that is nonnegative. 
I denotes the identity matrix (dimensions are inferred from context). 
TThe set H = {x : c x = Q}, where cERnxl, Q E R, is called a hyperplane. The sets 
H+ = {x : cT x ~ Q} and H- = {cT X ~ Q} are called closed upper and lower half spaces, 
respectively. 
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CHAPTER I 
FARKAS' LEMMA 
One area where the Theorems of the Alternative are found is linear programming. This 
branch of mathematics deals with minimization and maximization problems. The basic 
mathematical programming problem is written in the form: 
Minimize (or Maximize) f(XI, ... ,Xn) subject to (XI, ... ,Xn) E F (1) 
where F is a subset of the domain of f. If F = {(XI,''''Xn): each Xi E R}, Problem (1) 
is said to be unconstrained (R denotes the set of real numbers). Problem (1) is constrained 
when F is a proper subset of {(Xl, ...Xn) : Xi E R}. When Problem (1) is constrained, the 
set F is usually defined by a system of constraints. We call the function f(XI, ... , xn) the 
cost or objective function. The set F is frequently referred to as the set of feasible solutions. 
In other words, X is a feasible solution of (1) if and only if X E F. Problem (1) is a linear 
programming problem when f(XI, ... , Xn) is linear and when F is completely determined by 
a system of linear equalities and inequalities. 
Consider the two problems: 
Maximize f(XI, ... , xn) subject to (Xl, ... , Xn) E F 
and 
We can see that 
if and only if 
-f(Xi, ... ,X~) = min {-f(XI,".,Xn) E F}. 
Thus it is obvious that 
maX{J(Xl,""Xn): (Xl,""Xn) E F} = -min {-f(XI, ...Xn): (XI,""Xn) E F} 
Hence, without loss of generality, any algorithm that can be used to minimize f(XI, ... , Xn) 
over F can also be used to maximize f(Xl, ... , Xn) over F. 
Consider the system of m linear equations in n unknowns 
Ax = b, 
where A E Rmxn, rankA =m, X E R nxl , and bE R mxl . 
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A basic solution of Ax = b occurs when XB = B-1b, XD = [0··· OjT and x = [x~ x'bjT 
(where B is a nonsingular~libmatrix of A). The matrix B is called a basis matrix and 
he set of columns of B (which are the columns of A) is termed an admissible basis of the 
basic solution. Any basic solution, x, of Ax = b that is also a feasible solution of the linear 
programming problem, 
TMinimize c x subject to Ax = b and x ~ 0 
is termed a basic feasible solution, a BFS (see Appendix for further details on generating an 
optimal solution of the linear programming problem). 
We will now look at a key idea in linear programming. We will show that each linear 
programming problem has a special correspondence to another" dual" linear programming 
problem. The relationship between these two problems, one of which is a minimization 
while the other is a maximization problem, is such that a solution of one problem yields a 
solution of the other. Also, the number of variables of one problem will equal the number of 
constraints of the other. This enables us to select which form we shall choose to solve when 
one problem is more economical to solve than the other. 
The primal problem, often referred to as the unsymmetric primal problem is expressed 
as 
Minimize cTx subject to Ax = b and x ~ 0 (2) 
(here A is m x n). The dual problem is defined to be 
Maximize bTw subject to ATw :s; C (3). 
The set of feasible solutions of problem (2) is defined and denoted by F = {x : Ax = b 
and x ~ O}. When F is not empty then (2) is said to be feasible. A similar definition holds 
for (3). 
From the definitions of the primal and dual problems, several important observations can 
be made. The first proposition is sometimes referred to as the Weak Duality Theorem. 
Proposition 1 (Weak Duality Theorem) If x and ware feasible solutions of the primal 
and dual problems, respectively, then bTw ~ cTx. 
PROOF: 
Clearly ATw :s; c implies that wTA < cT. Since x 2 0 and Ax = b, then 
wTb = wTAx :s; cTx. 
Hence, when both problems are feasible, the value of the objective function of the primal 
problem is bounded below by any value of the dual objective function. Similarly, the value 
of the objective function of the dual problem is bounded above by any value of the primal 
objective function. When the dual problem has an unbounded maximum, the primal problem 
fails to be feasible. 
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Proposition 2 If x and iiJ are feasible solutions of the primal and dual problems, respec­
tively, such that cTx = bTiiJ, then x and iiJ solve their respective problems. Moreover, the 
optimal minimum value of the primal objective function is equal to the optimal maximum 
value of the dual function. 
PROOF: 
Since x and iiJ are feasible solutions of the primal and dual problems such 
that cTx = bTiiJ, then for any other feasible solution, x, of the primal problem, 
it follows that cTx 2:: bTiiJ = cTx. This implies that x gives an optimal minimum 
solution to the primal problem. Likewise, iiJ gives an optimal maximum solution. 
The aforementioned results lead us to the fundamental result concerning dual linear 
programming problems. 
Theorem 3 (Fundamental Duality Theorem) If either the primal or the dual problem 
has a finite optimal solution, then the other problem has a finite optimal solution as well. 
Moreover, the optimal values of the two objective functions are equal, i.e., 
min{cT x: Ax = b and x 2:: O} = max{bT w : ATw ~ c} 
PROOF: 
Without loss of generality, assume that the BFS x = [x~ x,£jT where XB = 
B- l b, Xn = [0 ... OjT, and B = [A(l).·. A(m)j, solves (2) (See appendix). The 
final simplex tableau is then 
(4) 
where c~B-l D - Cb ::; 0 and Zo = C~B-lb. Recall that [1m B- 1D ] = B-1A. 
Define w E R mxl by 
Then 
ATw = AT(C~B-l)T = (C~B-IAf = (c~ [1m B-ID ])T 
= [c~ c~B-l Dr::; [c~ cb r= c (5) 
and w is a feasible solution of (3) (See Appendix). Also, 
bT TW = bT(c~B-lf = (C~B-lbf = C~XB = c x. 
Thus Proposition 2 implies that w solves the dual problem We have now verified 
the theorem for the case when the primal problem has a finite optimal solution. 
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What remains to be proven is that the result holds whenever the dual problem 
has a finite optimal solution. 
Suppose that W solves the dual problem. We need to rewrite the dual problem 
in a form analagous to that of the primal problem. Let W = WI - W2, where 
WI = [Wll ••• wlmf ~ a and W2 = [W21 .,. w2mf ~ O. Next add slack variables 
W3 = [W31 •.. W3m]T ~ a to the constraints ATW :::; c. Replace the dual problem 
with the following problem 
-Minimize _bTWi + bTW2 + aTw3 subject to 
ATwI - ATw2 + IW3 = c, 
WI ~ 0, W2 ~ 0, and W3 ~ a 
i.e., 
Wi ~ 0, W2 ~ 0, and W3 ~ O. 
We know from the first part of our proof that the dual of this last problem has 
a finite optimal solution and the two objective functions for these problems are 
equal at their optimal values. But the dual of this last problem is 
-Maximize -cT x subject to 
[ -AT AT -liTX ~ [ ~b ] 
which is equivalent to 
TMinimize c x subject to -Ax:::; -b, Ax :::; b, and -x :::; a 
or 
TMinimize c x subject to Ax = b and x ~ O. 
Now that we understand the duality of linear programming, we are able to examine the 
result that we have been aiming for, Farkas' lemma. This is frequently referred to as Farkas' 
Theorem. We will prove it using the Fundamental Duality Theorem. 
Theorem 4 (Farkas' Lemma) Let A E Rmxn, and b = [bl ··· bm]T E R mxl ' Then there 
exists an x = [Xl'" xn]T E R nxIJ such that Ax = b, x ~ a if and only if ATW ~ 
0, where W = [Wi'" wm]T E R mxl , implies that bTW ~ O. 
PROOF: 
Suppose that there exists an x ~ a such that Ax = b. Let W E Rmx i such 
that ATw ~ O. Then we have 
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Hence, if there exists x ~ 0 such that Ax = b, then ATw ~ 0 implies that 
bTw ~ O. 
Next assume that ATw ~ 0 always implies that bTw ~ O. Now consider the 
problem 
Minimize OTx subject to Ax = b, x ~ O. 
The dual is 
Maximize bTw subject to ATw ~ O. 
Whenever ATw ~ 0, then AT(-w) ~ O. So, bT(-w) ~ 0 and bTw ~ O. Thus, 
{bTw: ATw ~ O} ~ 0 = bTO, where 0 E {w: ATw ~ O}. Hence the dual has the 
optimal solution of 0 which happens at 0 which belongs to the set of feasible so­
lutions of the dual problem. Therefore, the fundamental duality theorem implies 
that there exists x E F = {x : Ax = b,x ~ O} 3 0 = OTx = min{OTx : Ax = 
b, x ~ O}, i.e. there exists x ~ 0 such that Ax = b. 
Recall that the form given above for Farkas' lemma is not standard for a Theorem of the 
Alternative. As was stated earlier, the most commonly found form of these theorems is as 
follows, 
Given a matrix A, one and only one of Problems I and II has a solution. 
The more common form of Farkas' lemma is as follows: 
Given a matrix A, one and only one of the following hold: 
1. There exists x ~ 0 such that Ax = b, 
II. There exists w such that ATw ~ 0 and bTw > O. 
What remains to be shown now is that these two forms of Farkas' lemma are equivalent. 
In other words, we ask ourselves the following question: 
Are the following equivalent? 
(VI) There exists x ~ 0 such that Ax = b if and only if ATw ~ 0 implies that bTw ~ 0 
(V2) One and only one of the following hold: 
(1) There exists x ~ 0 such that Ax = b, 
(2) There exists w such that ATw ~ 0 and bTw > O. 
PROOF: 
Assume that (VI) holds. We want to establish (V2 ). We must do two things 
to prove this: 1) show that at least one of (1) and (2) must hold; 2) show that 
both cannot hold. 
First, suppose that (1) does not hold, i.e., suppose that there does not exist 
x ~ 0 such that Ax = b. Since (VI) is given, ATw ~ 0 does not imply that 
bTw ~ 0, i.e., there exists w such that ATw ~ 0 and bTw < O. But this means 
that AT ( -w) ~ 0 and bT ( -w) > O. Hence, (2) is true. Therefore either (1) or 
(2) must hold. 
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Next we will show that (1) and (2) cannot simultaneously be true. Suppose 
that there exists x ~ a such that Ax = b and that there exists w E Rmxl such 
that ATw S a and bTw > a. In other words, 
and 
a ~ (wTA)x = wT(Ax) = wTb = bTW > a 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, (1) and (2) cannot hold simultaneously. We 
have thus proven that (Vd ::::} (V2 ). 
Now assume that (V2 ) holds and suppose that there exists x ~ a such that 
Ax = b. Then there does not exist w such that ATw S a and bTw > a. Consider 
w such that ATw ~ a. Then AT(-w) SO. Hence bT(-w) fa. So bT(-w) S a 
and bTw ~ 0, i.e., when there exists x ~ a such that Ax = b, then ATw ~ a 
implies that bT w ~ a. 
Next suppose that ATw ~ a implies that bTw ~ a,i.e., ATw S a implies that 
AT(-w) ~ a which implies that bT(-w) ~ a. This in fact implies that bTw S a 
implies that (2) never holds. Therefore (1) holds, i.e., there exists x ~ a such 
that Ax = b; (~) ::::} (Vi.). 
Geometrically, Farkas' lemma has some very nice interpretations. Farkas' lemma implies 
that either b lies in the convex cone generated by the columns of A or there exists a hyperplane 
that separates b and the columns of AT and this hyperplane can be denoted by 
(see figure 1, parts I and II). 
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Figure 1: 
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CHAPTER II 
PYE - GORDAN THEOREM OF THE ALTERNATIVE 
Our next approach to the Theorems of the Alternative uses a projection theorem from 
convexity theory and is more geometrically motivated than the previous result. In their 
paper [6], Pye and Webster develop a Theorem of the Alternative from which they claim 
that the remainder of the Theorems of the Alternative can be easily generated. The Theorem 
that Pye and Webster generate is actually the geometric form of Gordan's Theorem of the 
Alternative as found in Marlow [3]. Before considering the Pye - Gordan Theorem of the 
Alternative, we need to examine the ideas leading up to the result. 
Recall the vector space R nx I consisting of all column vectors with n real components. 
Within the space, we can add any two vectors, and we can multiply vectors by scalars. For 
example, the vector space R 2xI represents the xy-plane. A nonempty subspace, S, of R nx1 
is any nonempty set of vectors for which x, y, E S, a, {3 E R imply that ax + {3y E S. A 
linear combination of the vectors Xl, ... , Xk E R nx 1 is an expression of the form 
k 
~ aiXi = alxI + ... + akxb 
i=l 
where aI, ... , ak E R. If B ~ RnXl' then we denote the set of all linear combinations of 
elements of B by L(B), i.e., 
k 
L(B) = {~aixi: each ai E R, Xi E Band kEN} 
i=I 
Moreover, if a vector space V consists of all linear combinations of the particular vectors 
Xl, ...xb then these vectors span the space. Also, if L is a subspace in R nx I, then the 
orthogonal complement of L, denoted by Ll., is the set of vectors which are orthogonal to 
each point in L, i.e., 
Ll. = {y:< x,y >= 0 for each X E L}. 
where < x, y > represents the inner product of X and y, i.e., < x, y >= x T y. The column 
space of a matrix A consists of all linear combinations of the columns of A and is denoted 
by R(A). The null space of a matrix A consists of all vectors X such that Ax = 0 and is 
denoted byN(A). The column space of a matrix A ~ R mxn is a subspace of R mx1 while the 
null space is a subspace of R n xl. 
The norm of X is 
IIxll =..j< x,x > = ~~Xl 
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Proposition 5 If L is a nonempty closed set in R nxl and x is any point in R nxl , then the 
infimum, inf{lIx -lll : l E L}, is attained at some point Y E L. 
PROOF: 
We begin by making the following definition: d(x, L) := inf{llx -yll : Y E L}. 
Now, we must consider two cases, x ELand x f/. L, in order to complete our 
proof. 
Case 1: If x E L, then Ilx - xii = 0 = d(x, L). 
Case 2: If x f/. L, let B = d(x,L). For n E N,B + ~ > B. Hence, B + ~ 
is not a lower bound for {llx - yll : y E L}. Therefore, there exists a Yn E 
L such that B + ~ > Ilx - Ynll ~ B. Let a sequence {Yn} be generated in that 
fashion and consider 
Bl(x) := {y E L: Ily - xii ~ B + I}. 
Then {Yn} ~ L n Bl(x). So {Yn} is contained in a closed and bounded set. 
Therefore there exists {Ynk} which is a subsequence of {Yn} and Y such that 
We know that 
I IIYnk - xII - Ily - xii I ~ IlYnk - x - Y+ xii = IIYnk - yll· 
It follows that as nk -+ oo,IIYnk - xii -+ Ily - xii. But we also have that as 
nk -+ 00, IIYnk - xii -+ B. Hence, 
d(x, L) = B = lim IIYnk - xii = Ily - xii·nk--+ oo
 
Therefore, there exists Y E L such that Ilx - yll = d(x, L) when x E R nxl ·
 
The point Y is said to be II II-closest to x in L. This does not mean tht Y is unique, there 
may be many such points Y which are II II-closest to x. An example of this is when L is a 
circle in the plane with x as the center of L. In that case, every point of L is II II-closest to 
x. (See figure 2) 
A set L is a convex set if and only if ll' l2 ELand a, {3 E R +, where R + is the set of 
nonnegative real numbers, such that a + {3 = 1 implies that all + {3l2 E L. Intuitively this 
means that a set L is convex if and only if any straight line connecting any two points of L 
is itself a subset of L. (See figure 3) 
Theorem 6 Let L be a convex set in R nxl with x f/. Land Y E L. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(aj Y is II II-closest to x in L. 
(bj l E L => < x - Y, l - Y > ~ O. 
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x 
Figure 2: y is II II-closest to x in L 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3: : (a) is not a convex set while Figure (b) is a convex set. 
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PROOF: 
First we shall assume that (b) holds. Let 1 E L. Then < x - y, 1 - y > :::; a. 
We plan to show that 
Ilx - 1112-lix - yl12 = III - yll2 - 2 < x - y, 1 - y > . (1) 
Since the RHS of (1) is greater than or equal to zero, that forces the LHS of (1) 
to be greater than of equal to zero as well. This tells us that IIx - 111 2: IIx - yll 
which means that y is II II-closest to x in L. Recall that IIx -111 2 =< x -1, x -1 >. 
So, we shall rewrite the above equation as 
< x -1, x - 1>=< x - y, x - y > + < 1- y, 1- y > -2 < x - y, 1- y > . 
We now want to show that the RHS of the equation does in fact equal the LHS. 
The linearity of the function allows us to do the following operations: 
< x - y, x - y > + < 1- y, 1- y > -2 < x - y, 1- y > 
=< x - y, x - y > + < x - y, y -1> + < 1- y, 1 - y > + < y - x, 1 - y >
 
=< x - y, x - y + y - 1> + < 1- y + y - x, 1- y >
 
=< x - y, x -1> + < 1- x, 1 - y >
 
=< x - Y - 1+ y, x - 1>
 
=< x -1, x -1> .
 
Hence, the RHS of (1) does in fact equal the LHS, so we can infer that (b) =} . 
(a). 
Next we will show that (a) =} (b). Since L is convex and y E L, then 
y + a(l - y) = (1 - a)y + al E L whenever 1 ELand a E [a, 1]. We first will 
show that 
II x - [y + a(l- y)]112- IIx - yll2 = a[-2 < x - y, 1 - y > +alll - yI12]. (2) 
Since the LHS of (2) is greater than or equal to zero, the RHS of (2) is greater 
than or equal to zero as well. This tells us that (a/2)lll - yl12 2:< x - y, 1- y >. 
Taking the limit as a approaches zero forces < x - y, 1- y >:::; a. 
Begin by adding Ilx - yl12 to both sides of the equation, to get 
< x - [y + a(l- y)], x - [y + a(l- y)] > 
=< x - y, x - y > -2a < x - y, 1 - y > +a2 < 1 - y, 1 - y > . 
By the linearity of the inner product, we can rewrite the RHS of this equation 
as: 
< x - y, x - y > -2a < x - y, 1- y > +a2 < 1 - y, 1 - y > 
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=< x - y, x - y > -a < x - y, l - y > +0'2 < l - y, l - y > -a < x - y, l - y >
 
=< x - y, x - y - al + ay > + < a2 (l- y) - a(x - y), l - y >
 
=< x - y, x - y - al + ay > + < -al + ay + X - y, ay - al >
 
=< x - Y - al + ay, x - y - al + ay >
 
=< X - [y + a(l - y)], x - [y + a(l - y)] > .
 
Thus the RHS does in fact equal the LHS. We can now infer that by choosing a
 
sufficiently small but not 0, (a) ~ (b). 
We are now ready to state what Pye and Webster claim to be their main result. 
Theorem 7 Let S be a subspace of R nx1 ' If S does not contain a positive vector, then S1.. 
contains a semipositive vector. 
PROOF: 
Assume S does not contain a positive vector. Furthermore, define C as 
C = S - R~xl = {s - p : s E Sand p E R~xd 
Clearly C does not contain any positive vector so C # RnXl' C can be shown 
to be convex. In order to do so, let>' E [0,1]' SI - PI E S - R~Xl' and S2 - P2 E 
S - R~Xl' Then we have 
>'(SI - PI) + (1 - >')(S2 - P2) 
=>'SI - >'Pl + (1 - >')S2 - (1- >')P2 
= [>'SI + (1 - >')S2] - [>'Pl + (1 - >')P2] E S - R~Xl = C. 
C is also closed because it is an intersection of closed lower halfspaces. 
Now choose any x rt C. Then there is a point y E C which is II II-closest to 
x in C (by Theorem 6). This is equivalent to 
Vc E C, < x - y, c - y > :::; O. 
The fact that c + y E C whenever c E C ensures that 
Vc E C, < x - y, c >:::; O. (5) 
From (5) we infer that 0 # x - y 2: 0 as c E C can be any vector in R~xl' From 
(5) we can also see that since c E C can be any vector in the subspace S,
 
< x - y, s >:::; 0 and < x - y, -s >:::; 0, "Is E S
 
i.e.,< x - y,s >= 0 "Is E S.
 
Hence, x - y E S1...
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The next step is to state Theorem 7 in an equivalent form that is analogous to our 
standard form for Theorems of the Alternative. 
Theorem 8 (Geometric form of Gordan's theorem) Let 5 be a subspace ofRnx1 . 
Then one and only one of the following is true: 
I. 5 contains a positive vector. 
II. 51- contains a semipositive vector. 
PROOF: 
We need to show that I and II cannot hold simultaneously and that either I 
or II must be true. Let x E 5 and y E 51-. Then < x,y >= O. If x > 0 and 
o=f. y :2: 0, then < x, y > > 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore I and II cannot 
hold simultaneously. 
Now assume that 5 does not contain a positive vector, then by Theorem 7, 
51- must contain a semipositive vector. Hence if I does not hold, II must. 
Recall that the four fundamental subspaces R(A), N(A), R(AT), and N(AT ) satisfy 
R(A)1- = N(AT ) R(AT)1- =N(A) 
R(A) = N(AT )1- R(AT) = N(A)1-. 
This enables us to more clearly see how the Geometric form of Gordan's theorem can be 
used to quickly prove Stiemke's Theorem of the Alternative. 
Theorem 9 (Stiemke's theorem) Let A be a real matrix. Then one and only one of the 
following is true: 
I. There exists an x > 0 such that Ax =O. 
II. There exists a y such that 0 =f. ATY :2: O. 
PROOF: 
From Theorem 8 it follows that exactly one of the following must be true: 
1. N(A) has a positive vector. 
II. N(A)1- = R(AT ) has a semipositive vector. 
Pye and Webster further assert that from their main theorem, all of the other Theorems of 
the Alternative can be easily derived in this fashion, i.e., by properly selecting the subspace. 
This author has devoted much effort towards this end but has failed to show this to be 
true. However, this author would never attempt to state that it is impossible to do so. 
Perhaps the subspaces which are needed simply have not been discovered as of yet. Other 
mathematicians claim that these theorems can only be derived if a few of them are first 
proved as fundamental theorems. Once these fundamental theorems are proved, all of the 
remaining theorems will easily follow as corollaries. 
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CHAPTER III 
TUCKER'S THEOREM OF THE ALTERNATIVE 
The standard form of Thcker's Theorem of the Alternative is as follows: 
Theorem 10 Let A be a real matrix. Then one and only one of the following is true: 
(1) There exists x > 0 such that Ax :S 0, 
(2) There exists y 2: 0 such that 0 =/; ATY 2: o. 
Rather than prove Tucker's Theorem of the Alternative directly from this standard form, we 
shall take the approach found in [4]. This approach uses a variant form of Thcker's Theorem 
of the Alternative after first proving another lemma by Tucker. First, we will begin with the 
following Theorem of the Alternative. 
Theorem 11 Let A = [aij] E R mxnl b E R mxl . Let x = [Xl'" XnV and x = [Xl'" xmf. 
Then one and only one of the following systems has a solution. 
/. Ax = b 
II. xT A = 0, xTb = 1 
PROOF: 
If I has a solution x and II has a solution 1f, then Ax = b. Thus, 1fTAx = 1fTb, . 
but (1fT A)x = O,1fTb = 1. Hence it is impossible for both I and II to have 
solutions. 
Put I into partitioned matrix form with I E Rmxm on the LHS of the tableau. 
Perform Gauss-Jordan pivoting to get A in row echelon normal form, pivoting in 
rows 1 to m respectively. Consider the case when the ith row is the pivot row. 
Let the entries in this row be 
Let Di. = [dil ... dim]. Then [ail' .. ain] = Di.A and hi = Di.b. If [ail' .. ain] = 0 
and bi = 0, this row at this stage represents a redundant constraint, simply move 
it to the bottom of the tableau and continue. Alternatively, if [ail' .. ain] = 0 
and hi =/; 0, define 
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Then we have jfTA = 0 and jfTb = 1, so jf is a feasible solution of II and hence I 
has no feasible solution. If [ail' .. ain] 1= 0, select the first j such that aij 1= 0, and 
perform a Gauss-Jordan pivot on aij' Thus Xj becomes a basic variable. If the 
conclusion that I is infeasible is never made, then assigning the basic variables 
the corresponding values in the top right hand column and assigning all nonbasic 
variables the value zero gives a solution to 1. Hence II has no solution. 
As with Farkas' lemma, Tucker's Theorem of the Alternative can be proven by using 
the Fundamental Duality Theorem found in linear programming. In order to broaden our 
horizons, however, and to discover other areas of mathematics where these Theorems of 
the Alternative are found, we shall prove Tucker's Theorem of the Alternatve via Tucker's 
lemma. The following proof of Tucker's lemma involves a very interesting induction proof 
on the number of rows of the matrix A. 
Lemma 12 (Tucker's lemma) Given A E R mxn , there exists x = [Xl'" xnf E R nxl , 
7r = [7r1 ... 7rm f E R mxI such that 
Ax 2: 0 (1) 
7rT A = 0, 7r 2: 0 (2) 
7r + Ax > O. (3) 
PROOF: 
We will first prove that there exists feasible solutions x = [Xl'" xnf E 
RnXI,7r = [7r1 ... 7rm ]T E R mxI to (1) and(2) respectively satisfying 
(4) 
The proof is by induction on the number of rows in A. 
Step 1: m = 1, i.e., A E R lxn 
In this case, we let 7r = 7r1 = 1 and x = 0 if AI. = O. Likewise, let 7r = 0, and 
x = [AI.f if AI. 1= O. Consider the instance when AI. = 0, clearly (1) and (2) are 
satisfied. We see that (4) is also satisfied because 7r1 + AI.x = 1 + Ox = 1 > O. 
Now consider the case when AI. 1= O. Again (1) and (2) are satisfied as is (4) 
because 7r1 + A1.x = 0 + AdAI.f > O. So the theorem holds when m = 1. 
Step 2: 
INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS: If D E R m - Ixn , there exist vectors
 
x = [Xl'" xnf E R nxl , U = [UI ... um_dT E Rm-Ixl satisfying:
 
T DDx 2:: 0, u = 0, U 2: 0, UI + DI.x > O. 
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We now want to show that this result holds for A E R mxn . 
Let A E R m- 1xn be obtained by deleting the last row, Am., from A. Applying 
the induction hypothesis on A, we know that there exists x' = [x~··· x~jT E 
R nxl, U = u1'" um- 1 E (m-l)xl satls ymg '[' ']T R . f' 
Ax' 2': 0, u,TA = 0, u' 2': 0, u~ + A1.x' > 0 (5) 
We now have two subcases to consider: either Am.x' 2': 0, or Am.x' < O. Begin by 
considering the case when Am.x' 2': O. Define x = x', 1r = [U,T 0 r. Obviously, 
Furthermore, 1r is feasible to (2), easily seen by 
Also, 1r = [u'T 0 r 2': 0 because u,T 2': 0 from (5). Finally, we must show that 
1rl + A1.x' > O. This is clear from (5). 
Now consider the case where Am.x' < O. First, for all i = 1 to m, define 
A"- -A.x' 
,.- Am.x'· 
Then define B E R(m-l)xn row wise by 
B i . := Ai. + AiAm.. 
Applying the induction hypothesis to B there exists x" = [x~· .. x~jT E R nx1 , 
u" = [u~ ... U~_ljT E R(m-l)xl such that 
Bx" 2': 0, u"T B = 0, u" 2': 0, u'{ + B1.x" > O. 
Define 
a:= 
Finally define 
x := x" + ax' E R nx1 and 
1r = [u"T ",~-l (-Ai. X') u~' ]T E R6,=1 Am.x" mxl· 
we shall now verify that x and 1r satisfy (1), (2), and (3). First notice that 
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Next notice that 
=Ai.x" + AiAm.x" = (Ai. + AiAm.)X" = Bi.x" ~ O. 
Thus, A(x" + ax') ~ O. Hence, 
A]" , [A(x" + ax') ]
Ax = [ Am. [x + ax] = Am.(x" + ax') 
Now consider the following, 
1rT A = [ u" ... u"1 m-l 
m-l 
L u~' (Ai, + AiAm.) 
i=l 
m-l 
= L U~'Bi. 
i=l 
=u"T B = O. 
Clearly 1r ~ O. Thus (2) is satisfied. 
Finally, notice that 
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II IIB 0
= U l + l·X > . 
Hence, (3) is satisfied. 
Therefore, when A E R mxn , there exists x E R nxl and 1f E R mxl such that 
Ax ~ 0, 1fT A = 0, 1f ~ 0, and 1fl + Al.x > O. 
It is now clear that for any i = 1 to m, we can use the above argument to show 
that there exist feasible solutions xi, 1fi = [1f1 ... 1f:nV to (1) and (2) respectively 
satisfying 
1f: + Ai.X i > O. 
Now all that remains is to define x and 1f such that there exist feasible solutions 
to (1), (2), and (3). Define 
m 
i;:=Lx i 
i=l 
m 
7f':= L1fi. 
i=l 
Clearly, 7f' ~ O. Note that from the above argument, each Ax i ~ O. Thus we have 
Ai; = A (f Xi) = Axl + Ax2 + ... + Axm ~ O. 
•=1 
Likewise, since each 1fiT A = 0, we have 
7f'T A = T A = 1f1T A + 1f2T A + ... + 1fmT A = O.(f 1fi ) 
•=1 
Also, we can see that (3) also holds, 
= 1fl + 1f2 + ... + 1fm + Axl + Ax2 + ... + Axm 
l 
= (1f + Axl ) + (1f2+ Ax2) + ... + (1fm + Axm ) > O. 
since each column, 1fj + Ax j is nonnegative (Ax ~ 0 and 1f ~ 0) and the jth 
entry in the jth column is positive. 
An immediate corollary to Tucker's lemma is the following: 
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Corollary 13 Let A E R ml xn, D E R m2 xn respectively with n ~ 1. Then there exists x = 
[Xl' .. xnV E R nx l, 1f = [1f l ... 1fml V E liml xl, J.i = [tLl ... J.im2]T E R m2 x 1 satisfying 
Ax ~ 0, Dx = 0 (6) 
1fTA + J.iT D = 0, 1f ~ 0 (7) 
1f + Ax > O. (8) 
PROOF: 
T T T ]TLet A E R mlxn , D E R m2xn . Then [ A D -D E R(ml+2m2)xn. 
TTucker's lemma implies that there exists x E Rnx l, and [ 1fT ,,? V r E 
R(ml + 2m2)Xl, so that 
[ }D ]x ~ 0, 
T T T[1fT ,T V ] [ }D ] = 0, [1f ,T V r 0,~ 
[~]+[}D]X>O 
But, 
A] Ax> 0 
D x ~ 0 {:} Dx ~ 0 . [ 
-D -Dx ~ 0 
which means that Ax ~ 0, and Dx = O. So (6) is satisfied. Also, 
Let J.iT := ,T -vT E R m2xl . Then 1fTA + J.iT D = O. Also, [1fT ,T vT ] ~ 0 if 
and only if 1fT ~ 0, ,T ~ 0, vT ~ O. Therefore 1fT ~ 0 and (7) is satisfied. Finally, 
o< [ ~ ] + [ ~ ] x = [ ~ : ~~ ] . 
v -D v - Dx
 
Therefore, 1f + Ax > 0 and (8) is satisfied. Therefore, Corollary I holds.
 
The complexity of the induction proof used in proving Tucker's lemma may cause fears 
of a long and complex proof of Tucker's Theorem of the Alternative. This is not the case, 
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Tucker's lemma and the corresponding corollary enable the proof of Tucker's Theorem of the 
Alternative to be done very simply and directly. 
Theorem 14 (Tucker's Theoreni of the Alternative) Let m ~ I, A E R mxn , B E
 
Rm1xn, and C E R m2xn , respectively. Let x = [Xl'" xn]T E R nxI ,
 
1[' = [1['1" ·1['m]T E RmxI,J.t = [J.tI··· J.tml]T E Rm1xI'1 = [11" 'Im2V E Rm2xI.
 
Then one and only one of the following is feasible.
 
/. There exists x such that 0 =/; Ax ~ 0, Bx ~ 0, Cx = O. 
II. There exists 1[', J.t, and I such that 1['T A + J.tT B + IT C = 0,1[' > 0, J.t ~ O. 
PROOF: 
We must first show that both I and II cannot hold simultaneously. To do this, 
assume that I and II are both feasible. Then consider the following expression 
When we begin by postmultiplying [AT BT CT rby x, we have 
This yields a positive real number because 1['T(Ax) is a positive real number, 
J.tT(Bx) is nonnegative, and IT(Cx) is O. 
If, however, we begin by premultiplying [AT BT CT rby [1['T J.tT IT], 
we have 
[1['T A + J.tT B + IT C] X = O· x = O. 
Thus we have a contradiction and have shown that I and II cannot hold simul­
taneously. 
Now suppose that I is infeasible. This means that every solution of 
Ax 
Bx 
~ 
~ 
0 
0 or [~] x ~ 0 (7) 
Cx = 0 Cx = 0 
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must satisfy Ax = O. By Corollary 13, there exists x feasible to (7) and 7f, p, ;;y 
feasible to 
7fT A + pT B + ;;yT C = a= [7fT pT] [ ~ ] +;;yT C = a 
7f ~ 0 and p ~ 0 (8) 
satisfying 7f + Ax > O. But since x is feasible to (7), Ax = 0 as discussed above; 
so 7f > O. Hence [7fT pT ;;yT] T satisfies II. Thus if I is infeasible, II is feasible. 
Therefore one and only one of the two systems I and II is feasible. 
As stated earlier, this is not the standard form of Tucker's Theorem of the Alternative. 
We are now prepared to prove the standard form of Tucker's Theorem of the Alternative as 
a result of the version that we have just proven. 
TheoremlO (Tucker's Theorem of the Alternative) Let A be a real matrix. Then 
one and only one of the following is true: 
(1) There exists x > a such that Ax ::; 0, 
(2) There exists y ~ 0 such that 0 =j:. ATY ~ O. 
PROOF: 
We shall apply Theorem 14 to the matrices AT, I, and O. Then one and only 
one of the following hold: 
(I) There exists an x such that 0 =j:. ATX ~ 0, Ix ~ 0, and Ox = O. 
(II) There exists 7fT, J1T, and vT such that 7fT AT + J1T I + vTO = 0, 7f > 
0, and J1 ~ O. 
Conditions (1) and (2) then follow readily with a minor change of variables. 
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APPENDIX 
OBTAINING AN OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
TO A LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
Consider a linear programming problem of the form 
TMinimize c x subject to Ax = b, x ~ 0 (1) 
where A E R mxn , x E R nxl . Without loss of generality we shall assume that rankA = m 
(hence, m :s; n). 
Define Zo by Zo = cTx. then Problem (1) is equivalent to finding a solution x E R nxI and 
Zo E R of 
Ax = b (2) 
-cTx + Zo = 0 
for which x ~ 0 and Zo is minimal. These constraints (2) can be represented by the matrix 
equation 
or by the augmented matrix 
o (4)]1 ~ 
A contains m linearly independent columns because rankA = m. We shall assume that it 
is the first m columns of A that are linearly independent, denote them by B = [A (1) ... A(m)] . 
Denote the last n - m columns of A by D = [A(m+l) ... A(n)]. Then A = [B I D]. Let 
x B = [Xl'" xmf, XD = [Xm+l'" xnf, CB = [CI'" cmf, and CD = [Cm+l'" cnf. Then 
x = [x~ x'b]T and C= [c~ c'bf. In addition, (3) becomes 
(5) 
and (4) becomes 
[-~~ -~'b ~ ~] (6) 
We will call matrix (6) the initial matrix for Problem (1). 
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Multiplying (6) on the left by 
yields 
B- 1D 0 B- l b] (7)C~B-l D - c}; 1 c~B-lb 
This matrix, matrix (7) can also be obtained from matrix (6) by performing a modified 
Gauss-Jordan prodcedure on the rows, l.e., by performing a sequence of elementary row 
operation as indicated below 
oD o 1m 
1
-cDT 1 [ - CTB 
B- 1D 0 B- l b] 
C~B-ID - c}; 1 c~B-lb 
where the final operation consists of replacing row m + 1 by itself plus each component of 
c~ times the corresponding row of [1m B-1D 0 B- l b]. 
Since Zo = c~B-lb - (c~B-ID - C};)XD' it follows that XB = B-lb and XD = [0··· ojT is 
an optimal solution of (1) whenever B-lb ~ 0 and C~B-l D - c}; ::; O. This establishes the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 15 If B- lb ~ 0 and C~B-ID - c}; ::; 0, then x = [x~ x};V, where XB = B- lb 
and XD = [0··· oV solves (1) and in fact, the minimum value of the objective function is 
Zo = c~B-lb. 
A basic solution of Ax = b occurs when XB = B-lb, XD = [0 ... oV and x = [x~ x};V (B 
nonsingular). The matrix B is called a basis matrix and the set of columns {A(l) ... A(m)} 
is termed an admissible basis of the basic solution. A basic feasible solution, a BFS, is 
any basic solution, x, of Ax = b that is also a feasible solution of (1), i.e., x ~ O. Here, 
F = {x : Ax = b and x ~ O} is the set of feasible solutions of (1). From the preceding 
theorem, we see that a sufficient condition for a BFS to be an optimal solution of (1), is that 
C~B-ID - c}; <= 0, XB = B-lb and XD = [0··· oV. 
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